7 Feb 2013. Greetings. I would like to take the opportunity to personally thank you for visiting the Magellan BioScience Group, Inc. website. If you do not know our story, it is one in which we provide new chemicals and technology for our changing planet via the use of microorganisms, and in particular those organisms found in our worlds ocean’s. In our current global landscape, we have witnessed some of the most rapid increases in the cost of goods and services as brought on by the rising cost of energy along with changes to our social and political environments. How we change our habits and mitigate our needs is function of our acceptance of new technologies. Magellan, for more than 15 years, has had the foresight to investigate the world’s oceans and the life contained therein. This large resource is an enormous reservoir of untapped potential to create new ideas and products for both small and large companies in the pharmaceutical, agrochemical, food/flavor, cosmetic, animal health care, specialty chemical and the energy industries. As they say challenging times creates challenging ideas and initiatives. With this changing landscape our needs for natural or “green” products continues to grow, so please consider Magellan as a resource for your research whether it be our microbial libraries, compound libraries, or services -search our site because we are a proverbial one-stop shop. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or my staff for additional information.

Lastly, in future “news” letters, I may present commentary to a specific topic or issues that has the ability to impact each of us on a daily basis, but also want to include issues affecting the industries that Magellan serves. I hope you return often and look forward to your opinions.
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